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ABSTRACT 

Storing, arranging, and disseminating the collective information and insights of your consulting business 

is known as knowledge management, or KM. The corporation can then communicate this collection of 

internal and external knowledge sharing within (amongst personnel) or outside (from firm to client). 

Enhancing the organization's capacity to carry out its primary business operations more successfully and 

efficiently is the aim of the knowledge management process. Capturing intellectual assets for the 

organization's real benefit is essential to knowledge management. Conversely, the goal of every design 

engineering consulting company is to complete projects quickly and to a high standard. The goal of the 

knowledge management support system is to facilitate stakeholder engagement by guaranteeing the 

collection and retrieval of engineering information. Based on use case scenarios, an assessment of the 

models and technologies employed is also conducted. Your teams will have access to the knowledge and 

tools they need to perform their jobs well thanks to knowledge management. Additionally, it enables your 

company store that information for later use, which encourages productivity, an improved working 

environment, and a reduction in repetitious tasks. The importance of knowledge management in enhancing 

the competitive edge of businesses in general and consulting firms in particular is covered in the first 

section of the paper. The process of developing a knowledge management system in the Mechanical and 

Industrial Department of DAR AL HANDASAH, a preeminent consulting firm in the Middle East and 

beyond, is then covered in the article. The knowledge management system building experience is 

summarized in the paper's conclusion, along with the actions that must be taken to make it better. 

 

Keywords:- Knowledge-based systems; Consulting services; Engineering firms; Best Management 

Practice; Mechanical systems. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The field of engineering design is growing increasingly sophisticated and complex. Engineering 

organizations need to improve their technical abilities and store them in a way that allows them to 

work faster and compete with other consulting engineering firms in order to thrive in the consulting 

world of tomorrow. Any design engineering consulting firm wants to complete projects quickly 
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and at a high standard. This is the mark of a skilled firm. Knowledge management (KM), a crucial 

skill in the developing knowledge economy, is one method that aids in reaching such objectives. 

Organizations, in particular, possess a great asset in the informal knowledge that their competent 

employees carry with them on a daily basis. However, this value is typically limited to collective 

human memory, which makes it poorly stored and managed.  Information the executives (KM) 

alludes to putting away, coordinating, and sharing your counseling company's aggregate information 

and bits of knowledge. That assortment of inside and outside information sharing can then be 

communicated inside (between workers) or outside (from organization to client) within the 

association. The best KM for counseling firms will be easy to get to, explore, update, and manage.[1] 

The kinds of information your firm will convey: 

Verifiable information: Certain alludes to the acquired abilities a worker finds through genuine 

encounters, frequently without acknowledging them. For fresh recruits, this would be the data they 

bring to your counseling firm from their past professional training. 

Inferred information: Also, implicit information is the information your workers gain for a fact, but 

they can only do so with significant effort. Genuine instances of this would be a colleague's 'normal 

ability' or ways of behaving and impulses. 

Express information:- information is the fundamental information that sets the foundation for what 

you do. For workers, a model would gain proficiency with the fundamentals of counseling in your 

association (i.e., guides, how-tos, reference booklets, and so on). For a client, a model would be a 

prologue to your counseling administration. 

The job of a design expert can be an assorted one, working across a scope of various businesses and 

utilizing different design disciplines.[2] 

At different times, an expert might have practical experience in a specific industry, dealing with 

comparative ventures, and creating a financial momentum of skill in a particular region. 

Like all architects, they utilize their insight into science and math to foster genuine arrangements. The 

specific obligations will differ as per the idea of the task and industry, in that, by and large, counseling 

specialists will give master direction and help to clients in arranging, planning, and developing 

challenges.[3] 

Model liabilities of development engineers include: 

1. Practicality Studies: 

Delineating the practicality of a venture, including timescales, gear and costing 

2. Project Arranging: 

Planning a venture includes processes, risk evaluations, staffing and different necessities 

3. Project the board: 

Dealing with an undertaking beginning to end, incorporating liaising with and answering to various 

specialists and clients and, normally, driving a group of different designers and specialists 
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Utilizing plan and arranging mastery, counseling specialists can settle specialized difficulties, further 

develop execution, make new plans, further develop cycles and strategies, check for purposes of 

disappointment, exhort on observing and upkeep, prompt on material restrictions and advantages, 

give hardware guidance, assist with carrying out wellbeing and security enhancements, and more to 

improve a project.[4] 

Counseling engineers utilize their abilities and information to offer imaginative answers for a range 

of various ventures. This work will frequently require site visits to meet colleagues or clients and 

examine issues. Beside site visits, a significant part of what is crafted by a counseling engineer is 

work area-based, including organization, planning, and undertaking the board errands. 

The most effective method to Turn into a design Advisor 

Most counseling engineers start their professions by getting a science certification or identical 

capabilities through an apprenticeship. Whichever course you take, work experience is significant to 

gaining some on-the-job insight into consulting work. 

Here are some moves toward becoming a design expert: 

1. Get a Degree (or comparative capability): Four year college educations in designing or a connected 

field are in many cases the initial step to turning into a counseling engineer. This will give you 

important information and abilities to acquire a passage level position. 

2. Specialise: You might have to pick a speciality in your field to zero in on. Pick a region you believe 

you are solid in as well as something you have an interest in. 

3. Get a Passage Level Job: You should begin at the base and move gradually up, so look for a section 

level job at a counseling designing firm. 

4. Advance Your Profession: Keep on developing your abilities as you gain hands on experience. 

You will likely have to research further review or even a post-advanced education as well as 

confirmation to push your vocation ahead. 

ABILITIES 

Beside the conventional designing capabilities and information that you can acquire from a college 

degree, you will likewise have to utilize a scope of different abilities and qualities to prevail as a 

counseling engineer. These include: 

1. Correspondence and Cooperation Abilities: 

It is critical that you can work with others, including individual designers, client, directors and others. 

You can likewise have to really convey to others to guarantee projects run as expected, the work is 

finished acceptably, and to give criticism and revealing. 
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2. Deals and Agreement Winning: 

You should have the option to continue winning new work decreases by selling your administrations. 

This might include warding off contending offers and making sense of why you ought to be picked 

for a specific work. 

3. Flexibility and Versatility: 

Since designing experts work on a scope of occupations across various enterprises, you should be 

flexible and versatile in the use of your insight and abilities to tackle genuine difficulties. 

4. Detail Focused: 

Project the executives requires an emphasis on subtleties so you can recognize any possible issues 

before they emerge and settle any that truly do come up rapidly and productively. You will be 

supposed to convey elevated degrees of administration to clients, so it is vital to be side by side of the 

work so you can convey the best outcomes. 

 

PARTS OF A VIABLE KM PROGRAM 

While progress rates are low, there are a few organizations that have put forth and accomplished their 

KM objectives. KM for the worldwide firms today isn't a 'innovation' just issue. A compelling KM 

methodology has an automatic methodology, expanded by Computerized Stages and perfect 

proportion of human intervention.[5] 

Effective KM programs are planned and centered around conveying the ideal worth to the end client. 

These KM programs comprise of three interweaved points of support - Information Cycle Re-

Designing, Computerized Arrangement Sending, and Change The executives. 

 

Knowledge Process Re-

Engineering (KM 

analyst led) 

Digital Solution Deployment 

(Technology led) 

Change Management 

• Understanding the ‘as-

is’ process of KM 

• Understand the pain 

points of the end user 

• Discover and enhance 

existing taxonomies, data 

sources, etc. 

• Highlight the possible 

‘to-be’ processes of KM 

• Project plan for 

Foundational Data and its 

lifecycle management 

• Access to content repository via 

an Intuitive interface 

• Features to discover past content 

leveraging new-age tech such as 

semantic search, advanced NLP 

and ML 

• Customizable Refiners to help 

users narrow down the content 

based on specific needs 

• Access control of content based 

on roles 

• Involvement of end users 

from the start of the program 

to ensure ownership 

• User Acceptance Testing 

(UAT) of the Digital Solution 

before deployment 

• Dedicated Customer 

Success Manager (CSM) to 

ensure adoption 

• Identification and training of 

internal ‘Champions’ 

• Reporting of detailed user 
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• Highlight the value to be 

derived by the end user 

• Integration with CRM and 

SharePoint 

analytics metrics to relevant 

stakeholders and Champions 

 

ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Delivering end-user value to the end user is the ultimate and key mission of an effective KM 

program. To ensure this, it is critical that the technology solution is designed keeping the end user in 

mind. Publishwise is Evalueserve’s AI-powered platform that lets users lookup past content using 

human-centric modern search and recommends content faster using NLP. 

• The search is powered by a semantic engine which supports smart synonyms, acronyms, automatic 

entity extraction, lemmatization and contextual search. This enables users to type in simple search 

terms and easily find content when they know what they are looking for. 

• Publishwise’s recommendation engine helps users discover content, without them knowing what 

content exists. It uses various Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning and Deep Learning 

techniques and becomes better with user feedback. 

Other than the above two core features, Publishwise has a human-centric design with extensive 

features such as customizable refiners, curated content libraries, ability to easily export and 

bookmark content, flexible access control, etc.[6] 

ROLE OF THE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT ANALYST 

Any technical solution needs foundational data to work effectively. For KM projects, foundational 

data comprises of a tagged repository of past content, comprising past proposals, pitchbooks, case 

studies, frameworks, CV libraries and a business taxonomy. The KM analyst works with business 

and technology stakeholders to develop a foundational data strategy - setting it up for the first time 

and ensuring ongoing content tagging and harmonization. We spoke of the first component of a KM 

program as ‘Knowledge Process Re-engineering’. Evalueserve KM analysts identify these gaps 

during this phase and implement an apt solution such as described below:[7] 

Problem GAP Solution 

Disparate 

Sources of 

Information 

Generally, proposals 

are not saved 

consistently. They are 

saved in cloud storages 

such as SharePoint & 

Google Drive, local 

file servers, Intranets, 

etc. 

• Identify 3-5 stakeholders from business and IT teams 

to understand the as-is state 

• In most of the cases, an existing initiative to save 

documents needs to be re-energized 

• Creation of a ‘to-be’ state in consultation with client 

IT team, aligning with ongoing and future tech projects 
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Taxonomy 

Issue 

Either an organization 

wide taxonomy doesn’t 

exist or is not followed 

consistently 

• Evalueserve KM experts review the existing 

taxonomy with business stakeholders, update it basis 

the feedback from variety of users and their own 

knowledge 

• If taxonomy doesn’t exist, Evalueserve’s KM experts 

suggest an initial draft basis the inputs from business 

stakeholders and objectives of the KM program 

Tagging 

Issue 

Lack of tagged past 

documents 

• Evalueserve KM experts will tag past proposals and 

client documents as per the agreed taxonomy 

• Once there is sufficient tagged data from the past, AI 

is used to auto-tag new proposals with 85-90% 

accuracy 

Ongoing 

content 

management 

Even if there is a 

taxonomy and 

repository, lack of 

process and ownership 

for the ongoing content 

management 

• This is fulfilled by an ongoing content stewardship 

service by Evalueserve 

• The KM analysts are custodians of taxonomy and 

make changes as per the feedback from client’s 

business stakeholders 

ENGINEERING MANAGER SKILLS AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Instances of abilities that designing chiefs ought to have incorporate undeniable level specialized 

information (from both a degree and experience), project the executives abilities (like association), 

critical thinking, the capacity to understand people at their core, and correspondence. All abilities 

that administrators ought to have fall into three principal classes: human, specialized, and mixture. 

These classifications incorporate a combination of ranges of abilities and attributes, such as[8]: 

• Human abilities: Initiative, responsibility, advancement, the capacity to understand anyone at 

their core, and inspiration 

• Half breed abilities: Correspondence, critical thinking, and undertaking the executives 

• Specialized abilities: Tasks, research, investigating, and combination 

Understanding how to apply these abilities as a designer will help your vocation and your group. 

We investigate these administration abilities and their applications in designing underneath, 

beginning with human abilities. 

Human abilities are ostensibly the most significant designing supervisor skills, and they connect 

with how you associate with your group and influence your situation. Despite the fact that your 
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group is chasing after specialized goals, you can't be a compelling colleague or pioneer in the event 

that you're not ready to associate with your group and keep up with positive connections. 

These abilities include [9]: 

• Responsibility: Considering yourself responsible for your activities and their outcomes - 

regardless of whether planned - is the characteristic of an extraordinary pioneer. Tolerating liability 

regarding circumstances you were essential for will assist you with developing from botches and 

become piece of the arrangement, and it will gain you the appreciation of your companions. 

• The capacity to appreciate anyone on a profound level: The ability to understand people at 

their core alludes to having the option to recognize, answer and deal with your feelings as well as 

others' feelings. It permits you to cooperate with others in a positive, quiet way that is aware of 

their necessities, helping you to de-heighten clashes, distinguish when companions need support, 

and produce positive kinship among the group. 

• Advancement: Creating effective fixes or ways to deal with project issues, specialized cycles, 

or group clashes will assist you and your group with succeeding. Being creative when confronted 

with a test is a strength that can assist with staying away from delays, empower others, and track 

down exceptional answers for the circumstance at hand[12]. 

• Initiative: Having the option to move forward and start to lead the pack when it's required can 

forestall missteps, mishaps, and venture delays. You ought to have the option to direct others and 

deal backing or counsel when you realize your experience could be valuable. The governing set of 

rules for engineers expresses that they are supposed to display the best expectations of 

trustworthiness and uprightness, since designing imperatively affects personal satisfaction. 

Genuine designing pioneers maintain this code regardless of whether it puts them at an expert and 

individual weakness. 

• Inspiration/impact: The capacity to propel and impact others will assist you with further 

developing assurance, make sense of your choices, and get everybody in total agreement with 

regards to project cycles or objectives. It can establish a superior workplace with few undertaking 

delays and a more grounded group mindset[11]. 

• Social obligation: A designing chief perceives his/her obligation to raise the organization picture 

by being a decent corporate resident. Having the option to see the extraordinary benefits of 

accomplishing variety, value, and incorporation inside one's association and designing groups. A 

designing chief assumes on the liability of selecting, coaching, and upholding for ladies and 

minorities in the tech business, including ensuring they approach lucrative, high-fulfillment 

occupations. This pioneer likewise considers proficient choices and the effect they make on 

environmental change and net carbon zero objectives set by states and enterprises. As the saying 

goes, the designing chief guarantees that when an item or administration is sent off, the 

organization and the local area are pleased to celebrate [10]. 
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CONCLUSION 

Consulting engineers take on projects where they may offer guidance and experience in the 

designing, arranging, altering, overseeing, evaluating, and dismantling of both public and private 

infrastructure. These engineers are registered professionals with a common area of specialization, 

which includes civil, industrial, agricultural, chemical, electrical, environmental, geotechnical, 

structural, and other engineering fields. Many engineers work for consulting businesses and 

organizations, therefore the workload in an engineering consultancy job might vary depending on 

your area of expertise and the clients you work with. The case study of developing a KMS at DAR, 

a preeminent engineering consultancy business in the Middle East, was covered in the article. To 

meet the department's internal needs, the knowledge in MID was disseminated over the intranet. 

This made it possible for numerous engineers to exchange a vast amount of knowledge and for it 

to spread swiftly. Since DAR engineers contributed to the system's development and received full 

management support, they had no trouble utilizing the KMS. Numerous recommendations for 

enhancing the system were obtained and integrated into the system. The KMS offers the MID 

several key advantages, including: work is completed more quickly; work duplication is avoided 

with templates available; work is more efficient due to engineers' increased exposure to proper 

design techniques through design hints, procedures, and lessons learned from the site; and 

knowledge is no longer dispersed but rather readily available. The ease with which departmental 

knowledge may be updated, improved, and maintained is another benefit of the KMS. Consultant 

engineers have the opportunity to be among the top paid in their field because they usually make 

more money than in-house engineers, whether they work for a consulting firm or independently. 
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